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He had only been away for a short time. 

Upon returning to his home-town, Jake found that it was no longer there: something terrible 
had happened. After eventually locating his house (it had moved several hundred miles from 
its previous location) Jake stood on top of it and surveyed the calamitous scene around him. 
What could have caused such a thing to happen? 

Let me give you a bit of background on this town… 

Eons ago, ancient creatures entered this world, these creatures were called “Inhumans”. 
The Inhumans are powerful creatures that possess powers called “Quirks”. Each Inhuman 
has a unique quirk, no quirk is the same. Decades later, a sanctuary was created to 
separate the Inhumans from us, it was called “Quirkington”. 

Then, a young boy called “Jake” entered the world. Jake had a bizarre quirk. He had all the 
quirks!!! Jake possessed the power of a million quirks but didn’t know how to use many. 
Everyone in the Quirkington feared Jake because they knew that he was much more 
powerful. Everyone in Quirkington secretly despises one another. Occasionally, people will 
break into a fight, so Jake stops them. So everyone behaves. 

 Then Jake left for a trip, he had just learned an invisibility quirk and decided to go out and 
see the world. So when he left, Quirkington had a full-on civil war! “GET YOUR LEAVES 
OUT OF MY YARD!!!”Hooted Mr.Degree, who had the quirk to summon flames. “LET ME 
SPEAK TO YOUR MANAGER!!!” Squealed Ms. Karen, who was able to fail in every way 
possible(Not sure if this was a quirk or not, she just seemed to be there). “YOUR DOG 
KEEPS CRAPPING ON MY LAWN!!!”, wailed Mr.Vine, who could control plants with his 



mind. Finally, Mr.Sumo, a guy who's the weight of 3 Eiffel Towers, slammed his foot on the 
ground, causing the earth to shake. 

 As the earth’s plates rose, the town crumbled together. Ms.Cloak, who could teleport herself 
and others, sucked everyone up in a portal, and they moved far away from what is now a 
massive ball of houses(and the lights were still on because they had solar-powered houses). 


